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Morris Dees, Civil Rights Activist, Speaks in Honor ol MLK, Jr.
Janet Jones

in our system, he is not going to
hearts.
stop fighting the hate crimes
Decs believes that despite
toward race, religion, sexual oriMorris Decs, the co-founder of the current problems our
entation, class and power.
the Southern Poverty Law country is facing, if King
Me believes the injustices
Center, spoke
in Jarman were alive today, he would be
eing
committed toward these
proud
of
the
progress
Auditorium
at
Longwood
people
are by many who are not
University last Thursday, January America has made.
aware
of
their crimes. They arcLike Decs, King had to
19,2006.
driven bv systematic bias, which
The auditorium was at full face politicians and individuis built into our culture and the
capacity, which is not common als with little vision and
majority of humans unconclosed
minds.
There
are
many
for most speakers that visit
Left to rights Kristcn Casaltauovo, Morris
sciously
play a part in it.
groups
and
individuals
in
Longwood University.
Dett, and Janet fonts.
According
to Dees, an overfhoto tourlo, vfloniiit Cixlhouo
In his speech, Dees said that America that strongly disagree
whelming problem our country
since founding the Southern with Dees and his work. The
replied, "Like all case lawyers, 1
is currently facing lies within the
Poverty Law Center, he and his University took extra precautions
would get burned out from being Bush Administration. This adminemployees have been fighting and filled the grounds with police
in court so much if 1 did not take
istration docs show discrimination
hate activity and in 1991 began officers to ensure the safety of
breaks. As far as the cause, 1 feel
against some minorities, which is
the
program
"Teaching Dees and the students.
that the values of America are
not setting an ideal example for
There were no violent displays
Tolerance."
holding up and freedoms are
equality.
Decs credited one major or demonstrations, but e-mails
moving forward."
Decs' commented that he
motive for striving for equality to expressing disappointment for the
This progress is evident if one
enjoyed visiting rural places, espethe words, "one nation, with lib- speaker visiting were sent to Dr.
tracks how the success of the civil
cially Farmville. He was happy to
erty and justice for all" from the Cormier. A few members of varirights movement gave women the
have the opportunity to speak to
ous
white-supremacist
groups
Pledge of Allegiance. He led his
confidence to fight for their freeso many students and hopes that
message with the hopes that our showed up to Jarman Auditorium,
doms, which led to women fight
his words, along with other civil
country will live up to these but remained peaceful.
ing for pro-choice, and from
rights activists are not soon forIn an interview with Dees after
words and our youth will keep
there other endless human rights
gotten.
this and the messages of Dr. his speech, when asked how he
that have been granted.
Martin Luther King in their never loses faith in his crusade, he
While Decs has immense faith
lidihr-inChief
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Sara Bonovitch
tealures Editor

The first week of a semester
always proves to be one of the
most stressful.
Just after 2 pm on Wednesday,
January 18th, the second day of
the spring semester, a fire alarm
prompted the evacuation of
Frazier residents onto Spruce
Street.
The fire alarm sounded after
a sprinkler head in a'third floor
Frazer suite was triggered.
Though no injuries were
reported,
water
damage
occurred in areas on the third
floor, leaving several students
with damaged belongings.
Only one student was present
in the suite that triggered the
sprinkler system when the incident occurred, and he claimed
that he had no active part in
causing the sprinkler to go off.

In fact, there has been no
update on what triggered the
alarm.

Associate
Director
of
Residential and Commuter Life,
Doug Howcll, reports that
"Campus Police is handling the
investigation."
Students that live on floors 410 were allowed back into the
building just 30 minutes later.
However, residents of the second and third floors had to wait
90 minutes before they were
allowed back.
Sophomore Casey Bell, a third
floor resident of Frazer, experi-

enced some of the damage.
"When 1 came back from the
bookstore and heard what had
happened 1 knew that some of
my stuff would get ruined. The
sprinklers went off in the room
across the hall and the water
spread into my room, our suite mates and all the way down the
hall," said Casey.
Fortunately, her room suffered litde damage.
Many students questioned if
Longwood would pay for damages. "As with any damage to
personal property, the residents'
(or their parents') home owners
insurance should provide coverage," said Howcll.
The Longwood UniversityHousing and Meal Plan Contract
contains a specific section for
such
occurrences
as
Wednesday's. Section M of the
contract states that "Longwood
University will not be liable for.

and the resident agrees to indemnify and
hold
Longwood
University harmless, for any loss
or damage of property resulting
from theft, fire, water, casualty, or
any other cause, or for personal
injury occurring in Longwood
University managed premises."
Frazer will undergo repairs in
the damaged areas.
The sprinkler head in the particular suite will need to be
replaced, as well as several ceiling
tiles.
There arc ways to prevent this
from happening again.
"Students should not hang
objects from the ceiling, sprinkler
system, or any component of the
fire alarm system. Residents
found to be tampering with firealarms, smoke detectors, or fire
extinguishers arc subject to
Longwood disciplinary action
and/or legal prosecution," advises Howell.
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Words From The Editor: Meandering Through the Mind of a Klansman
Last Thursday, after the
Nf artin Luther King Jr. symposium, while our guest
speaker Morris Decs was
signing books, a man, Ron
Doggctt, approached him
with the magazine "The
Intelligence Report: 40 to
Watch."
This magazine highlights
the 40 most threatening hategroup leaders in America.
Doggett, who is a Klansman,
neo-Nazi,
and
white
supremacist, approached Mr.
Decs and proceeded to ask
him to "sign his face," which
was on the cover of this publication. Decs signed the magazine, shook his hand and
told him that he hoped he
learned something from the
speech.
After witnessing this, my
good
friend
Kristcn
Casalcnuovo and I chased
down Doggett in our skirts
and heels to ask him some
questions, in an attempt to

better understand his belief
system. We were quickly
joined by a swarm of police
officers, who were ensuring
our protection against our
new,
white-supremacist
acquaintances.
Doggctt was accompanied
by two other men, Tim
Hadcy and Walter Ring, who
were also in attendance in an
attempt to inform the public
of "the evils'* of Decs. I first
asked Doggctt why he ventured here from Richmond
to hear the speech of a man,
he obviously disagrees with.
He replied by saying that he
wanted to inform everyone
of how one-sided Dec's
speech was. I agree; Dee's
did speak primarily of how
hate crimes are still present
in our world and of the atrocious attacks being committed on the minorities of all
spectrums.
I asked Doggctt what he
saw wrong with this, and
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what exactly was he fighting
for. He explained that, while
there are thousands of groups
fighting for the rights of
minorities, the white man has
been neglected and lost within
this. If he and others in his
organizations do not look out
for themselves, no one will
fight for them.
Doggctt said he came to this
decision when he was forced to
attend a segregated school. He
joined the Klan at age 17,
worked for various neo-Nazi
groups and most recently
signed on as Virginia chapter
leader with a group, newly
formed by David Duke, which
would ultimately come to be
called the European-American
Unity and Rights Organization
(EURO). To learn more about
Doggett, Duke or any of their
organizations you can visit
www.splcenter.org.
Together they have published literature on this topic,
held various demonstrations

and promoted what they
believe to be the thousands of
whites who are not represented. As Doggett left he said he
just wanted his side of the
story to be told, so there it is.
He displays these views,
which I strongly disagree
with, but I want the Longwood
community to be aware that
extremist discrimination is far
from absent in our world.
Casalcnuovo, our SGA president, gave
the closing
remarks after Dees' spoke and
reminded us that, "We were
born into these freedoms that
our ancestors fought so hard
for, so in a sense we are
jaded."
I am going to assume that
the majority of the students
here never had to witness a
lynching or the explosion of a
church, or a group of peaceful
protestors take bullets to the
head for promoting freedom.
Equality
has
improved
immensely, but we cannot be

satisfied just yet. We need to
do more than make a promise
or sign our names on a pledge
card.
While admitting this may
discredit me as a writer and
scholar, I would like to end
with a quote from one of my
favorite movies: "Clueless."
While in debate class, Cher
makes the very valid point
that "It does not say R.S.V.P.
on the Statue of Liberty." Her
character is not the strongest,
but we do need to remember
the principles America was
founded upon: freedoms of
various forms to ensure happiness, none of which
include any sort of supremacy.

4*2Janet Jones
Editor-in-Cbicf

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
During this rime of year when
we may find ourselves being separated by those who celebrate
Christmas and those who celebrate
holidays, it was very nice to have
our Cameratas back in the Rotunda
singing traditional Christmas carols.
Although the turnout could have
included more people, it was
apparent that most of us assembled there were feeling the true
spirit of Christmas, which some
would agree, has not been present
very much in recent years at this
institution.
My family moved to Farmville in
1968, when my father joined
l.ongwood's English Department,
which began his 28 year career at
Longwood.
I have many food memories of
my childhood, and many of them
were at Christmas time, when it
was perfectly normal-practically
expected and accepted for one to
celebrate Christmas.
The ladies of Longwood
College's Colonnade club put on a
Christmas party each year for the
children of the faculty and staff of
Longwood employees, and handmade ornaments were made for
each child, compliments of Mrs.
Herbert R. Blackwell, who still

resides in Farmville.
These ornaments adorn my tree
today, as well as my siblings' and
my parents' tree.
Another fond memory was riding by The Rotunda and looking
in the big windows at the towering
Christmas tree.
The tree would be tremendous,
and was a real tree-beautifully decorated and lit with what must have
been thousands of lights.
In time, the real tree was
replaced by an artificial treethanks to a call someone made to
the local Fire Marshall.
But, the tradition of the tree
still remained for years.
I low sad it was today to be back
in The Rotunda at this beautiful
time of year-with no tree.
The tree is now replaced by our
statue of Joan of Arc surrounded
by poinsettias.
I thought it quite ironic one of
the songs chosen by The
Cameratas was "O Tannenbaum."
I don't know about anyone else
present, but I know I became very
teary eyed and developed a lump
in my throat'listening to the words
of that beautiful song-staring at a
statue and plants.
Who would have ever thought
that the symbolic Christmas tree
would be a topic of such a hot
debate
and as a result, become

non-existent in our Rotunda?
I commend Dr. Malfatti, his
wonderfully talented Camerata
Singers, and anyone else who may
have been associated with reinstating this tradition, and hope
that perhaps next year, and in the
years to come we may be permitted to reinstate another long
standing
tradition....The
Christmas tree.
Tracey Frank Jarrett
Residential and Commuter Life
Dear Editor,
I attended the Morris Decs
lecture for the MLK Symposium.
While there I witnessed an
extremely disrespectful sight.
I was shocked by what I saw,
and it continued throughout the
lecture.
Two teachers, well I am not
exactly sure if they are teachers
here or just staff members, displayed inappropriate behavior for
an auditorium, let alone disrespect for Morris Dees.
Throughout the whole lecture
they were on their cell phones
and playing with them.

see LETTER p. 3
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"If you're not mad, you're not paying attention!"
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Props and Drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and
everyone to submit props and drops to rotunda@longwood.edu

Props:
the/'ActU/ittf itr your outiet for battiina-iocialLnjlLtfic&arui/thing* that Hick. Thi#Lyyour + To the fine fellows who granted Tbt Rotunda transyour chance' to do- yomething- about yycietal ev6k, imtead/ ofjutt whining- about thenu So portation to deliver the papers every Thursday!
ipeah up and- act up. Becomes, if you!re/ not mad/, you/re- not paying- attention* E-mail
+ To surprise visits from the family!
ActU/iit ideay to- rotunda@longwooa\edut.
+ Remixes of classic songs

College Students Being Taugkt Rigkt?
ter than non-students, their competency was still alarmingly low.
Street smarts, counter to what
we were taught by the school yard
bully of our youth, is no match
for book smarts.
What skills have students
acquired by the time they leave
college?

What does the Bush
Administration think of these
findings?
A recent study by the Pew
One government official,
Charitable Trusts revealed that
who wishes to remain anonycollege students are not as dumb
mous, expressed delight as such
as adults with less education.
findings ensure the perpetuation
However, the lack of literacy
of unconstitutional wiretaps.
among the college educated
"As long as people are
leaves something to
obsessed
with
cortbe desired.
sumerism and not with fedThe results coneral policy, our job is easy.
;)
firm what Virginia
How do you think the
residents
have
:(
:)
Patriot Act got passed?
assumed all along;
People rarely read past
kids really do choose
tides. The American public
to go to Virginia 'lech
is not even aware that the
for first dibs on the
word
'democracy'
is
football tickets.
nowhere in our constituMore than half of "[College studcnts|...can understand exactly tion!" he said.
the students at four- how their friend is feeling through their highly
Why isn't America literyear colleges, public developed use of AIM emoticons."
ate?
and private, lack the
There arc several possiliteracy necessary to handle comThey have learned how to cor- bilities.
mon real-world tasks, such as rectly proportion their coffee
Many are too busy following
picking up on the sarcasm of grinds to get their cup to just the fad diets to notice that the
newspaper editorials, remember- right strength.
American media only reports
ing someone's name even after
They can nonverbally commu- three stories a day.
saying hello to them all semester, nicate when to be let down from
Reality TV programming has
properly disposing of cigarette a keg stand.
replaced the boring, dusty
butts, and comparing the price of
They have mastered the inter- books of yesteryear.
beer per ounce.
net game Snood.
While the iPod craze is in full
All hope is not lost.
No one can procrastinate more swing, who has time to learn
That shiny college degree will skillfully than the college student. how to punctuate a sentence?
guarantee the recent graduate that
They can understand exactly
Maybe once the Nobel Prize
server position at the Olive how their friend is feeling awards are sensationalized as
Garden over any uneducated sap. through their highly developed much as die Laci Peterson trial,
Although students did do bet- use of AIM emoticons.
America will value intelligence.
Kristen Casalcnuovo
Opinion Editor

:o >

Dear Longwood Community,
C'lli is a secret organization
whose essential purpose is to promote and maintain a spirit of cooperation among students in ever)
phase of college life.
It is CHI's aim to luster respect
for Longwood and loyalty to us academic programs and extracurricular
activities. In fulfilling this aim, CHI
hopes to be an organization that represents the entire student body and
comments itself to recognizing the
efforts o\' students, faculty, and
organizations.

The true evidence of CHI can be
seen in the hearts and minds oi'
those who seek its real purpose of
constructive support and cooperation. One must remember that (111
is not a group of individuals who.
for one year, compose its working
staff. CHI is an IDEA; always
reached for, but never attained.
C'lli would like to welcome all
new and returning students to
Longwood University. Remember
to keep the spirit strong in all your
endeavors, on and off the campus.
Thank you for your support.
X C III 2006 \

+ Mozart's 250th birthday & his music
+ The new international students for braving the
Atlantic Ocean to study at LU
+ The Dining Hall for always trying to do better
+ Late night games of darts
Drops:
- To wind tunnel on Brock Commons
- Being a senior and facing the question, "what is
your plan for the future?"
- Dog poo on athletic fields
- Pessimists emitting negative vibes
- Poorly configured networks
LETTER cont'd p.2
They did not have the decency to respect the speaker, Morris
Dees, or anyone around them
who was trying to listen to the
lecture.
I am extremely upset at this.
They are older than us and
should know better.
They should be role models
for us and be setting a good
example for the rest of us
around them.
One would think that they, as
teachers and staff of Longwood,
would be more respectful about
the whole cell phone thing than
students, but they were not, all
the students and everyone else

around were more respectful.
I cannot even begin to talk
about how disrupting and
annoying it was.
If I was in the auditorium
and my cell phone rang 1 would
be embarrassed.
I would be embarrassed if it
went off just one time. I would
immediately turn it off.
How can one let it go on for
the whole lecture?
Are you kidding me?
1 am disgusted by the attitude that was given towards
Morris Dees.
' It was definitely not fair and
respect was not given to him.
Anonymous

fa MwAt*mo!

wtmo? cusses?
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Pat s Corner:
Taking Positives from
Everyday Faux Pas
Pal A. Gorham
Staff Writer

For me and maybe you if you are
one of the unlucky ones, I always
seem to put my foot in my mouth
at least a thousand times a day.
If we had the pleasure or displeasure of taking a course
together you've probably been
witness to numerous openmouth-insert-foot moments of
Pat A. Gorham.
Whether it's been a joke that
has landed more awkwardly than a
moose in the 3 meter spring
board
competition
at the
Olympics or a side remark that
seemed to offend not only the
teacher and class, but George
Carlin, we have all have had one
of those moments.
But the greatest comeback to
the chronic foot into mouth disease is to always take the bright
side of things.
The job faux pas: Your first
assignment for a magazine you are
working for is to interview O.J.
Simpson.
It is not your fault the rental car
company only had white Ford
Broncos nor was it your fault that
your hands get cold and thus wear
black leather gloves your Aunt
Matilda gave you for your last
birthday.
You definitely should have
avoided the extra ketchup on the
Kong sized W'hooper which inad-'
vertively ended up on the leather
gloves.
Much to O.J.'s horror when you
pulled up in that white Ford
Bronco complete with ketchup
stained leather gloves, but from
far away resembling blood.
Smile, recognized the faux pas
and joke with O.J. about his movie
career and say that you should
have chosen Hertz for the rental
car.
The day will be saved with a
cheery disposition as well as nailing the interview for Vibe.
The first date faux pas: You are
on a date and you forget the
broad's/dame's name.
It happened even to Hugh
Hefner and it will probably happen to you.

r
r
V
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First, don't panic. Women can
smell fear a mile away. They put
sharks and other critters who
Naomi Pearson
love the smell of blood and fear
Cepy Editor
to shame.
Continue the conversation Saturday afternoon, January 21,
trying not to stir this faux pas all three local fire companies
even further.
responded to a fire alarm in
When the time comes, casual- South Ruffner.
ly drop in how you hate your full
The call came in at 2:24 p.m.
name and proceed to tell how and
the
Farmvillc
Fire
awful your full name is.
Department was on the scene by
Hopefully, she will take pity 2:27 p.m. The Hampdcn-Sydncy
and divulge how had her full and Prospect trucks arrived soon
name is and problem solved.
after.
Hooray, the day is saved.
High Street was blocked off in
The politically incorrect faux front of Grainger and South
pas: You accidentally arrive to a Ruffner, detouring traffic to
funeral, but dressed for St. Buffalo Street. A crowd of stuPatrick's Day Party.
dents gathered to observe and
Don't worry it happens all the asked each other, "Is Ruffner
time. Revert to the previous faux burning down?"
pas. Don't panic; see reason why,
Ryan Glover, an off-campus
once again in previous para- Longwood student said, "I could
graph. Calmly, deadpan, and sec the trucks from my house, so
with a little sadness march up to I just came to sec."
the family. Give your condoMost of the people gathered
lences and tell a slight white lie wctc led by the noises of the
saying how you are respecting sirens. Farmvillc Mayor Syd
the deceased because you met at Newman, who is also the presia St. Paddy's Day parade.
dent of the Farmvillc Fire
Then sign the book of condo- Department, was on his way
lences while carefully and theatri- home when he saw the fire
cally pretend to dab a stray tear trucks.
from your eye.
"When we hear that there
Position yourself as to show' might be a chance of a fire [at
off your Oscar-caliber display, Longwood], we turn out in full
but make sure they are far force," he said, commenting on
enough not to catch you smiling the presence of the three fire
that you are out of this terrible
your parents that you are making
hole.
a difference with the youth of
The embarrassing faux pas:
America.
You just got word from the free
I know if some college kid
clinic that the rash on your
showed me what the clap or
thighs is not poison ivy.
watts looks like I would surely
Yes, this sucks and a major
think twice before any sort of
taux pas, but positives are abunsexual encounter without seven
dant in even the crappiest situareferences and a thorough backtion.
ground and credit check.
One, you can call the girl you
This faux pas can strike at any
haven't talked to since the awktime or place. The key is to be
ward next morning after a hook
calm and collected.
up to explain what happened to
. Try to reach out to the person
you. Or you can use it as an eduthe faux pas has affected and
cational tool.
make a connection. Use it so
Walk yourself into any high
that you can better yourself.
school health class and tell your
For when you do, the world
sad, yet informational testimony.
smiles.
By using yourself as an illustraCheers,
tion and prop, you can finally tell
Pat

hH

Alarm Scares Campus,
Community

companies
and
Longwood's history
with fires. Farmville
Town Manager Gerald Spates
was also on hand. He received
the news at his home and came
to see what he could do.
"When they told me where
[the fire alarm came from], I
couldn't believe it. The building
hasn't been finished that long,"
he said.
As the Town Manager and the
F.mergency
Services
Coordinator, Spates is always on
call in case there is a fire in
Farmville. If the fire crews needed anything, such as more water,
Spates would notify the water
plant personnel.
Captain Ben Sears of the
Farmville Fire Department
ordered everyone across the
street for safety, while members
of the fire companies entered the
building. Warner Winbourne, a
member of the HampdenSydney Fire Department, while
not authorized to give details,
explained that the firefighters
were using thermal imaging
equipment.
| After the fire personnel left
the building, Sears gave the all
clear. He explained that the
source of the fire alarm was a
washing machine in the basement laundry room.
When the fire crew arrived,
the machine had already been
unplugged, which they pulled
away from the wall. Although
there were no flames visible, they
used the thermal imaging equipment, which use infrared technology, to look for hot spots on
all four floors.
Hot spots are areas that are
hotter than they should normally
be, which could lead to a fire, or
may actually be a fire hidden in
the structure. They also used gas
detectors, to check for carbon
monoxide and other fire related
gases. There were no fires or
gases detected.
"Once we are confident there's
no heat, fire or gas, that's good
enough for us," Sears said.
The last of the fire trucks

pulled out at 3:10 p.m. The original call came to the I-ongwood
Police department dispatcher.
Sergeant Russell Dove gave
instruction to notify the fire
department, while he and Officer
Delbert Dove went to investigate. They found the smoking
washing machine and unplugged
it. Sergeant Dove activated the
alarm.
They evacuated the building,
"just in case," he said, adding,
"Better safe than sorry," and they
opened the windows to dissipate
the smoke. He tried to contact
the fire department to cancel the
call. Then, only the Farmville fire
company would respond and
send one truck, as a matter of
policy. But all three companies
were already enroute.
Even though, in fact, there was
no fire, the police sergeant said
that he'd rather have them [the
fire departments] there and not
need them, than need them and
not have them.
Spates voiced the feelings of
many of the observers and emergency respondents. "I'm just glad
it turned out to be what it was."
Doug Howell, Associate
Director of Residential and
Commuter life, said that a student overloaded the washing
machine. Howell said in an email,
"The washers that we have are
commercial grade. Good quality
machines! I lowever,. when a user
overloads beyond an acceptable
limit, you have problems."
According
to
Mike
Montgomery of the Facilities
department, overloading causes
the motor to overheat and generate smoke. Montgomery said that
an outside contractor, not
Facilities Management, has maintenance responsibility for the
washers and dryers.
Howell said that Caldwell and
Gregory, the contract laundry
vendor, was contacted on
Monday morning and the repairs
were scheduled for the afternoon.
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Parking Problems Plague Holiday Weekend Move-Ins J^^^Sk^
Naomi Pearson
Copy Editor

"There were a lot of unhappy
parents that day," said Laura Rice,
Director of Parking Services.
The first Monday of the spring
semester, January 16, was an
additional move-in day for many
students. It was also a holiday and
Longwood was officially closed.
Many parents and residential students were shocked to find parking tickets on their windshields as
they came back from unloading.
Most of the incidents took
place near Frazer. The recent
closing of the adjacent lot complicated the search for parking
and unloading spaces, which had
a domino effect on the rest of
campus. There were also
instances of ticketing behind the
Cunninghams and elsewhere.
Longwood
Police
Chief
Charles Lowe said that the traffic
and parking problems are much
greater during the fall semester
move-in. All the police staff is
called in that weekend to handle
the creation of loading zones and
keeping the traffic flow smooth.

The mid-year move-in creates
much less traffic, although more
than typical weekend traffic.
However, Lowe said, "If you're
obstructing traffic, we will ticket
you."
Many of those ticketed were
in no-parking zones at the curb
in front of Frazer or the curbside
at the entrance to the Jarman lot.
As one family approached
their car at the Jarman lot, the
fitrur asked the police officer
why he was writing them a ticket.
The officer said that it was a no
parking zone.
There was no trace of a noparking sign, the parent pointed
out. The officer replied that the
curb was painted yellow, or
rather should have been painted
yellow to show that it was a noparking zone.
The curb has since been painttil and a no-parking sign posted.
When asked what a person
was supposed to do, the officer
said that one just would have to
drive around and wait for a parking space to open up in the lot or
in the ten-minute loading spaces.

Alternatively, they could park in
the residential student lots and
carry their things from there.
A few of those returning
risked parking in the twenty-four
hour faculty and staff (F/S)
reserved parking spaces just long
enough to unload. A friend of
one of the returning students
helped to carry things to the
room and returned to find a ticket. He had been awav from his car
for no more than five minutes.
Many of the tickets issued on
Monday and over the weekend
were appealed. Since the Parking
Services office was closed on
Monday, there was long line of
students trying to purchase parking dccals on Tuesday, according
to Rice. The ticket appeals were
not even seen until Wednesday,
Most of Monday's tickets -were
rescinded.
The twenty-four hour F/S
parking space violations will
probably not be successfully
appealed. Longwood Police
Sergeant Russell Dove explained
that those types of reserved
spaces are never open to others.

"When that faculty or staff
meml>er purchases that permit,
it's like purchasing a piece of
property. It Incomes like private
property for as long as they hold
that permit, and anyone else
parking there is trespassing," he
said.
Ix)we said that one of the
biggest problems is caused by
people abusing the ten-minute
loading spaces. "People just park
there and stay for forty-five minutes or more." He is trying to
determine how to improve the
traffic for the mid-semester
move.
"We'll look at what [we have
done| the last couple of years,
and make adjustments for midyear," he said. "Maybe creating
loading zones for the mid-year
move-in is the realistically best
plan."
He also said that he could
instruct officers to ticket for only
specific offenses during that
time. He plans to implement
"reasonable measures to alleviate
parking and ticket issues" in the
future.

~ Service the whole
without seeking honor
for thvself ~
Maintain this mentality in everything that
you do!
For you are the Spark,
you are the flame,
you are the CHI that
keeps the fire burning
Be part of the blue
and white Spirit
CHI 2006

OIl.lWi

!

I

I

® TOYOTA
1

ANY NEW TOYOTA OF YOUR CHOICE

' AS A COLLEGE GRAD. YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE!
NOT ALL CUSTOMERS WILL QUALIFY. CUSTOMERS RECEIVE $400 FROM TOYOTA TOWARDS LEASING OR FINANCING THE PURCHASE OF NEW UNTITIED TOYOTA
MODELS THROUGH PARTICIPATING TOYOTA DEALERS AND TOYOTA FINANCIAL SERVICE S SEE DEAIER FOR DETAILS COLLEGE GRADUA"
PROGRAM IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE OR TERMINATION AT ANY TIME

® TOYOTA

MACPHERSON STRUT FRONT SUSPENSION
+ AM/FM/CD WITH 6 SPEAKERS
♦ SIDE ROCKER PANELS
♦ 38MPGHWY

= YOUR NEW CAR
AS SHOWH 17 f 360
•EPA ESTIMATED MPG FOR 2005 COROLLA S MODEL 1812 4 SPEED AUTO. ACTUAL MILEAGE MAY VARY. ttMSRP FOR 2006 SPORT MODEL 1812 EXQLONG TAX. TAGS AND LICENSE FEES. DEALER SHS HNAl PWCE.
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Weekly Horoscopes

Those before us have challenged us to seize
the day. lie «/( I In- Rotunda now challenge
you to do the same. Capture an instance in

flquarius (ion. 20-Feb. is)

your life. Using around 100 words or less.
that luis mode if lifelong impression. Please
e-mail The Rotunda with your responses or

r

Cetppe Men*
You sat in D-hall with your friends.
Or were they friends?
They laughed and talked; you were quiet,
looking alone and lost. You rose and walked
past me.
I went for a drink. You were nearby, still
downcast.
Maybe I should say something.
Hi! maybe; or "Are you ok? You looked so
sad."
I thought. I waited. I said nothing.
I turned away for a glass; I turned around—
you were gone.
Too late.
Are you still wandering campus sad and
lonely?
Did anyone notice? Did they speak and
make you feel welcome and important?
Or did we all let you down?

Capricorn (©*.-. '."-'-ion. n
What's up Capricorn? Your time, that's
what. Vacation is over, get to class.

Paper airplanes aren't technical training for aerospace science. Stop goofing
off.

piSCgS (fcb. N-Moreh 20)

flri£S (March 21-flpril 19)

Hey! Pisces! Insanity pleas do not get
you out of class! Find your marbles and

Looking at tea leaves won't tell you
the future, Aries. Look into coffee
grounds instead. You'll have plenty
with the all-nighters ahead.

get back to work.

Taurus (tiprii 20-Moy 20
Gemini (May 21-june 20
Kiddle me this, Gemini. Do you not intend
to graduate or are you trying to get a degree
for each personality?

0,

We foresee a new haunt for you this
semester, Taurus. The library. Stake out
your study table now.

Canegr (June 22-juiy 22)

Is&O (July 25--fluvju«t 22)

1 foresee travel, O Cancer. No,
wait...that's my French homework. All
I see for you is "travailler" - work.

Why not take a few of those hours you
spend on your mane, O Leo, and put
them toward studying?

VirgO (fluS. »• ^2-5>Cpt. 2!)

lsibra (§>ept. 22-October23)
How nice you're back for another semester,
dear Libra. Your underwear is right in the tree

Dear Virgo, your horoscope is temporarily out of service. Please turn
the page and try again.

where you left it.

x"

Naomi Pearson

eiagitlaritis (Hov.2r4ce.9l

llCOrpiO (Oel.24-Nov.2l)

Keep on target this semester, Sagittarius.
Someone has you in their crosshairs - and
we don't mean friendly fire.

Did you know that scorpions are in the
arachnid family? Fun fact. Bet if you
cracked those books you'd learn more.

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS/SSSSSSS^
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private bedroom; ;. bath;
va:her 8. dryer
high speed Ethernet access included
extended cable tv included
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water and ;ewer included
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Community Amenities
computer / media room - swimming pool end hot tub
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free shuttle service
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Experts Herald Video Games as

Movie Review:

Healtkvj Mental Ckallenges

Munich.
Alex Sior/

.Vto/ Mr
In 1972, eleven Israeli athletes
were killed by Palestinian terrorists. As the dust setded, the Israeli
government sent a small band of
Mossad agents to avenge the victims, and the very spirit of Israel.
What happened next was a
descent into the dark side of
patriotism and survival.
If "War of the Worlds" was a
whisper of Spielberg's maturity as
a filmmaker, then "Munich" is a
scream. If you are looking for the
sweet and hopeful Steven
Spielberg, then stop reading right
now. This film is simply a whole
other ballgame.
I was seriously impressed with
the work done here; Spielberg
gives an old-school spy movie
feel, making good use of his locations (the scene on the rainy
London street was gold), and
managing to blend the picturesque and the graphic.
The flashbacks to the Munich
murders were exceptionally well
handled with a fast-paced, almost
nightmarish quality to them.
What I appreciated the most
was that it felt like two films in
one.
In the first half, it felt like the
equivalent of "Ronin" or "The
Dogs of War" as you follow a ragtag group of average guys in an
ugly situation.
Although what they do is
essentially terrorism, the violence
is given an espionage type of feel,
adding rousing action and sus-

pense.
However, the characters are
so likable you end up rooting
for them, or at least sympathizing with them. The second half has the dark atmosphere of a John le Carre novel.
As things heat up and the
paranoia is laid on thick (the
scene with Avner going to
sleep in his closet is down
right creepy), and the violence
beaming from the movie
becomes no nonsense.
It may just be me, but even the
lighting and camera work looked
starker in the second half.
I felt that the politics and the
questions presented were well
shown and not preachy, which was
a huge plus. Tony Kushner (scribe
behind the amazing "Angels in
America") skillfully creates a gray
world when it comes to the issues
of revenge and clashing governments.
Even though some of the victims are presented as decent people, we are reminded that they
each had a hand in the murder of
eleven innocent people.
But it also presents the question
of whether or not force is the best
answer to violence; violence can
perpetuate even more violence,
but inaction can be a weak choice.
Again, Kushner keeps these
issues amongst the characters, so
there is a strong human aspect
involved.
The film does have its share of
flaws, unfortunately.
With all of the intrigue and that
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they're played right and in a good
context, are empowering in that
they put you in control," said
Some experts would like to add a James Gee, a professor of learnnew item to the list of healthy ing sciences at the University of
lifestyle practices: Copious Wisconsin Madison.
Author of "Why Video
amounts of video game playing.
Recent publications by univer- Games are Good for Your Soul,"
sity professors and journalists Gee has devoted his research to
suggest video games may result the positive effects of video
in positive effects for the player, games, especially as a tool for
contrary to the usual implication learning.
"The day will come when
that playing video games can lead
to deleterious social conse- rather than doing biology in a
book, you'll enter a world and do
quences.
"Video games, to me, if biology in that game," he said.
Gee was one of several
The character of Carl could've
been forgettable, but Ciaran researchers highlighted in a July
Hinds brought an intelligent, 2005 Discover article by Steven
respectable, and deadly aura to the Johnson, entided "Your Brain on
role. His was easily the most Video Games," showcasing
interesting character out of the research pointing to the advantageous effects of gaming.
bunch.
Unique features of the video
I have always been a fan of
Geoffrey Rush, but to me it game medium can translate
seemed like he was imitating his games into powerful exercises in
character from "The Tailor of mental dexterity.
Most games have some sort of
Panama," so there wasn't a lot ot
depth or notable qualities. It was built-in training for the player as
a way to get them acquainted
still great to see him though.
When the end credits rolled with the software.
In addition, video games gradalong, I left with a nod of
approval. For some odd reason, ually increase in difficulty and
this film hasn't been getting the complexity, challenging the playjust press that it deserves, and that er to think and act more quickly
and efficiendy in later levels.
is ANOTHER bummer.
Some games require players to
I strongly urge everyone
keep
track of multiple groups or
(except on a date, that's just common sense) to see this movie assets at the same time, challengbefore it makes its final bow out ing their multi-tasking skills. If
video games are too easy or
of theatres.
Great script, cool locations, and short, players will not buy them.
interesting characters make for a
"Here's a form where the
memorable example of good young people demand where it
filmmaking.
Keep'em comin' would be hard," said Gee.
see VIDEO GAMES p.9
Steven!
Carlo* Bcrgfeld
U-Wirt

litde thing called "plot" going on,
I felt like there wasn't much of a
back-story to the other characters,
save for Avner.
While there were hints of
Carl's past dropped around, I felt
there could've been more of a
background to him and the other
members of the gang.
Furthermore, I wasn't hip to
the few loose ends at the end of
the story.
For example, I wanted to know
what happened to a certain character after the last assassination,
but he was dropped off like a kid
at soccer practice. What a bummer.
Eric Bana did a swell job as
Avner. He portrayed a very sympathetic man, and was able to naturally change as the story became
more intense.
Daniel Craig, or James Bond
No.6, was enjoyable to watch as
the blunt yet charming Steve. It
was cool to see him go from a
gung-ho schoolboy personality, to
just as serious and hard-edged as
Avner.

Study Abroad Fair

New Year's Resolution to get In shape?

• Semester programs in many countries
• Short winter intercession programs in Greece
or France/Mali (Africa)
• Short summer programs in
France, Spain, Germany, British Virgin Islands, China, Martinique, Slovakia,
Morocco

You're in luck with Campus Recreations
Aerobic classes!

Did you know...
...that you can get General Education credit for many programs?
...that you can get credit in your major for many programs?
...people who have studied abroad are changed forever?
.. .people who study abroad make lasting friendships in other cultures?
Thursday, February 2
6:00 - 7:00 pm, in the Lankford Ballroom
Info: goetzla@longwood.edu. or 395-2172

Now offering: YogaFit, High/Low, Dance
Aerobics, Pilates, Abs, Step, Toning, and
Kickboxing
Classes have begun & are free until
February 6th!
. For more information visit www.longwood.edu/Recreation or stop by the
Campus Recreation Office in Her

Calendar
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For the Week of January 27- February 2
Friday the 27th

Saturday the 28th

Sunday the 29th

Monday the 30th

Men's Basketball vs.
Hartford
2 p.m.
Willett Gym

LP Movie, Saw II
2:00 p.m.
Lankford ABC Rooms

Men's Basketball vs.
IPFW
7 p.m.
Willett Gym

WMLU meeting
9 p.m.
Hiner 207

Wednesday the 1st

Mozart's 250th Birthday
Celebration: Student Concert
7 p.m.
Molnar Recital Hall
LP Movie, Saw and

Sawn
7:30 p.m.
Lankford ABC Rooms

Mozart's 250th Birthday
Celebration: Faculty Conceit
7:30 p.m.
Molnar Recital Hall
Bingo
9 p.m.
Lankford BC Rooms

Tongue in Cheek

By: Ellie Woodruff

Comedy with a Twist - Bernie
McGrenahan
8:00 p.m.
Grand Dining Room

Quote Me
There is no such thing as a
moral or an immoral book.
Books are well written or badly
written.
-Oscar Wilde
Clothes make the man. Naked
people have little or no influence on society.
-Mark Twain

Baanttw AttttflM BflBBm
The following companies are accepting resumes through LancerTrak:
KPMG (Full time Audit position)-deadline 2/6/06
GEICO (Multiple positions), deadline2/3/06
Walgreen's (Intern-Retail Management) & Full Time Retail
Management) deadline 2/16/06)
Ferguson (Sales Management Trainee) deadline 2/16/06.
Many more opportunities - visit LancerTRAK .

Workshops
For a detail list of workshops and additional opportunities visit the
Career Center web-site at:
www.longwood.edu/career/student/WorkshopEvents.pdf
Call or e-mail the Career Center to register:
434-395-2063 or career@longwood.edu

The Career Center
Can help find your way
Recruiters coming to campus for presentations
USARMYROTC
D-Hall Lobby - January 23
Virginia State Police
D-Hall Lobby - January 24
Richmond Police
D-Hall Lobby - January 25
Job & Internship Fair
Thursday, February 16, 2006
Lankford Student Union - Noon - 4 pm

I can win an argument on any
topic, against any opponent.
People know this, and steer
clear of me at parties. Often, as
a sign of their great respect,
they don't even invite me.
-Dave Barry
He who boasts of his ancestry is
praising the deeds of another.
—Seneca
Every generation imagines itself
to be more intelligent than the
one that went before it, and
wiser than the one that comes
after it.
—George Orwell
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Two Album Review. Jason Long, No Expectations and My Town
Leslie Smith
Dtsiffi Editor

I-ongwood Senior Jason Long has
been writing songs since he was a
teenager. He put out his first
album in 2002, Montagu Street,
which included the song "Merely
Breathing," which won an honorable
mention
in
Billboard
Magazine's 11 th annual song contest.
He has put out two more
albums since then - No
Expectations in 2004, and My Town
in 2005 - and has made a name
for himself around Farmville by
playing at a variety of venues in
town, including the Wing Shak,
and participating in WMLU's
Battle of the Bands, and I-ancer
Production's Spring Weekend. I le
has also played at a number of
places in North Carolina.

When listening to these
albums, I was first struck by
Long's ability on
his instruments.
He plays all of
the instruments
on these albums
himself, with the
exception of the
drums (he uses a
software program
instead).
Otherwise, he
has
played
acoustic guitar,
electric
guitar,
piano, keyboards,
harmonica, and
bass guitar.
Recording his own music
using Cakewalk Guitar Tracks
2.0,1 was impressed at the quality of the mixing - the album,
currently a self-burned and
marker-labeled CD-R does not
look like it promises much professionalism.
But even the instrumentals
can't save the albums' vocals.
Long describes his style as
folk-rock, with influences such
as Bob Dylan, Tom Petty, and
Hank Williams.
This should be apparent to
anyone who is familiar with such
artists. Long's music is mellow,
full of soft beats, twanging guitars, and undulating vocals that
sound...well, immature. As if he

missed one too many vocal lessons.
His voice manages to pull even
simple chords flat, sharp, uneven.
It sounds like he's singing through
his nose for the most part.
It is possible that Long is basing
his vocals off of music he has
heard, attempting to mimic the
vocals of Dylan, etc., but never
had formal training in the art of
singing.
Some vocals get lost in the background music, others sound unnaturally deep, as if Long attempted
to make himself sound older, others, much too high, almost a falsetto. This is consistent from No
Expectations to Mj Town, unfortunately.
Still, the quality of his vocals
docs not deaden the lyrics of his
original songs.
It is obvious that there is heart
in these songs, and
the content ranges
from "broken heart"
love songs ("It's
Over"
on
No
Expectations,
and
"Summer Rain" on
My Town), to "rebel
guy" songs ("Bad
Man" on My Town).
The lyrics feel like
a call-back to old
country-rock songs
from bygone days.
"Bad Man" especially captures that

NAGS HEAD
Easter Seals
u.
Creating solutions,
changing Qves.

SUMMER CAMP
JOBS
Looking for the best summer of your
life? Easier Seals Virginia can help you
find it. We are committed to helping
people with disabilities gain greater
independence. Join our dedicated team
this summer at Camp Easter Seals
Virginia in Craig County. We have job
openings for camp counselors and
program leaders (aquatics, horseback
riding, music, nature, sports and more).
Room, board and salary provided For
information, contact Lauren Lightfoot at
Uightfoot@va.easterseals.com or at
(804) 287-1007, cat. 110.
Visit our
website to learn haw you can make a
Eifference.
www.ya.easteraeals.com

time, when Long sings: "If you
love a ramblin' man, a heartache
you'll know."
A few songs feel a little repetative, especially the resounding
chorus of "You Ain't Leaving Me
Anymore," but on a whole, the
content is fairly successful.
Long has a way to go before he
might hit it big in the singer/songwriter buisness, but these last two
albums add a little to the niche he
is trying to fill. If you've heard
him play around town, you should
go ahead and invest in one of
these albums - you never know, he
might be rich and famous tomorrow, and that CD-R might be
worth a lot.
Visit
www,)a5onjQng.bfavchost.com for more information
about getting your hands on one
of these albums.

The Rotunda wants to start

4 month student
summer rentals
Check out:
seabreezerealty.com
or call: 252-255-6328
for more details.

a new page for classified
ad's, out we need your kelp!

For Rent

tise for it!

_618 2ndAve.
Nice residential area, 3
blocks from the college
with ample parking.
1 BR, LR, W/D, very clean,
basement for storage, new
central air. $400/mo.

Please contact rotunda(£>longwood.edu with "Classified Ad
Wanted" in the subject heading,
and we'll respond with rates and
information.

Call Hugh 800-203-3494

Personals, Help Wanted,
Rooms for Rent - uou name
it, we can help uou adver-

There are deals for on-campus
and off-campus interests.
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Last year marked a record
high for video game hardware
and software sales at $10.5 billion, 6 percent higher than
2004's earnings, according to
The NPD Group.
The Entertainment Software
Ratings Board assigns ratings to
games based on the content,
from "Eady Childhood" (ages 3
and under) to "Adults Only"
(ages 18 and over).
In the PC realm, rides like
"Wolfenstein 3D" and "Doom"
helped carve out the first-person-shooter genre in its fledgling years, while causing a stir
because of their use of explicit
gore or biblical honor themes.
In more recent years, the
"Grand Theft Auto" series has
been the target of anti-mediaviolence advocates for its graphic portrayal of mobster and
gang-related lifestyles, while also
creating a new' style of open
world gameplay.
Gee said good can be found
even in games like these,
although extremely violent
games are the exception rather
than the rule.
"Let's keep in mind that the
best-selling game of all time is
The Sims,'" he said. "What's
good about those [controversial!
games is not their depiction of
violence, but what strategy it
takes to win it"
Numerous studies have suggested a connection between
violent behavior in youths and
violent video games, and
assumptions based on these
studies have led policymakers in
California, Massachusetts and
Illinois to pass legislation prohibiting violent games from
being sold to minors.
"They increase angry feelings," said Brad Bushman, a
professor of social psychology
at the University of Michigan.
"It's not a matter of opinion."
"Do you seriously believe
anyone who played a video
game and is sick enough to go
shoot people — they weren't
going to before?" Gee said.
As one of several professors
running a "Games, Learning and
Society" program at the
University
of
WisconsinMadison, Gee hopes to see
games grow in popularity to give
players of all ages a fun mechanism for personal growth.
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Around Greece in 17 Davjs: Fun and Learning Overseas
Phillip Burns
Curst Writer

MTV may have the Gauntlet and
some reverse tug-of-war, but 15
I.ongwood students took on the
country of Greece, earthquakes
included, and came out on top!
From December 26 (that's right,
we're hardcore) to January 12, Dr.
Steven Isaac took a group to
Greece for the course History
495 - Greek Culture Since
Antiquity.
While everyone had high
hopes going into the adventure,
there was a minor problem right
out of Gate 13B. It seems that on
December 26, there was a bit of a
storm over New York that
delayed the flight for two and a
half hours.
Did I mention our pilot's name
was Fig?
Once we got into the air and to
JFK Airport in New York city, we
were told about the change in our
flight schedule: Instead of flying
straight to Greece, we would fly
Alitalia and detour in Rome, then
catch a connecting flight to

Athens.
The flight to Rome was pleasant enough, except for one minor
inconvenience: If you wen- above
the height of 4 feet 8 inches, you
were going to be a bit cramped
forsix and a half hours.
Nothing would deter us
though, not even the thought of
horrific knee problems at the tender age of 20!
Once we finally hit Athens, we
were shown around the city by
the owner of the tour guide service, Demitri, along with the help
of our driver, Yanni. With all of
us trying to recover circulation in
our legs, we gazed at the city of
Athens in amazement.
Many improvements were
ordered once the country found
out that it would host the 2004
Olympics: New stadiums were
built for the events, roads were
constructed to help the flow of
traffic, and a subway system was
built for the city of Athens.
Once we arrived at the hotel,
the Philippos, Demitri showed us
the nearest supermarket (since

there are no Wal-marts), and bid
us a good night.
The next few days we were
traveling
all
over
the
Peloponnesus. Our tour guide,
Elli, made sure that we gained
enough knowledge about the
statues and mosaics of Greece to
call what we were doing a class.
We traveled from Athens to
see the Acropolis and visit some
of the many archaeological museums to Epidauros, which houses
one of the many great
Amphitheaters in Greece, to
Mycenae with Agamemnon's
palace.
We then headed back to
Athens for New Years Eve. Our
regular tour guide Elli could not
be with us that day, so Demitri
took us around again. We got to
visit a Greek Nunnery which
housed sisters from all over the
world, from Germany, Japan, and
even America!
Our guide there was a woman
from Ohio who told us about
how she felt called to serve and
loved what she was doing.

The other sister with her, who
was from Germany, was actually
studying art when she first
learned about the nunnerv.
She dropped out of college
and has dedicated her life to her
mission ever since.
The two sisters definitely gave
us an idea of what it was like to
really believe in something that
strongly.
Our class spent the evening in
Constitution Square, which is
nowhere near as big as Times
Square, but just as crowded.
Unfortunately, some of the ladies
in the group did not have that
great of an evening because of
the wandering hands of some of
the locals.
After a brief fireworks display,
we all regrouped, made sure
nothing was missing, and then
headed back for a day of relaxation.
Almost everything was closed
on New Year's Day, so we all
relaxed and slept for most of the
day.
It's a good thing we did,

because for the next eight days we
were in a different hotel every
night.
We jumped from Sparta to see
the ancient training grounds to
Kalamata to see Nestor's Palace,
to Olympia to walk around the
site of the original Olympics (and
stay in the greatest Best Western
ever. If the people working there
knew what Best Western was like
here in America, I think they'd
revolt.).
From Olympia we headed to
Delphi, to see the Temple of
Apollo and some of the most
beautiful mountain ranges in the
world.
It is honesdy no wonder die
ancient people of Greece believed
that their gods lived on a mountain because they are covered in
the clouds.
After Delphi and a brief stop at
a monastery, we rode a ferry to
the island of Crete.
Once we arrived at Crete at
5:30 in the morning, we were all a
litde rired.

See GREECE p.ll

Building On Tradition

rick
rick...
You are invited to leave a lasting legacy
at Longwood by purchasing a paver at the Brock Commons entrance
The pavers can commemorate your time at Longwood
in many creative ways. List your name and daa
year, a major, a hometown, an academic
depanment. Greek symbols, campus organizations the fHiuibitiun *re endless! The cost for each paver
is $55 and this special otter is limned to parents
of current students, students, faculty and staff only.
if you are interested in purchasing a paver,
simply stop by the Alumni Office, Lancaster 120
or email castcrdnv'longvrood.edu for an order
form. The deadline for ordering this year is
April I. 2006. and ihe brides will be in place
by the end of the summer.
Join the hundreds of Longwood supporters who
have already participated in this special Longwood
tradition by purchasing your brick today!
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Longwood Students in Greece During Winter Break
Photos counts)- of Phillip flurm

Historic Greek Architectural Ruins
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night, dubbed "Lotto Man" for
selling lotto tickets on the corner,
who
seemed to have a thing for
Thankfully, we were staying at
one of the ladies in our group. It
an extremely accommodating
was then another 10 hour ferry
boutique/hotel who let us check
and we were back in Athens for
in early and rest for a little while.
the final 2 days of our journey.
Around 8:30 our tour guide,
The final days were
Roula, arrived. We
spent with Hlli showing
headed to the ruins of
us Marathon and the
KlIOSSOS and met a man
Benaki Museum of Art
from Washington who
in
the mornings and
tagged along with our
then having the after
group for the presentanoons free to roam
tion of the ruins.
around the flea market
We then went off to
and surrounding shops.
explore
modern
By the time the 12th
Knossos and all the
rolled
around, most of
wonderful bakeries and
us
were
ready to head
such that the city had to
back home to the states.
offer.
After a short 10 hour
The next day we
plane ride, filled with
drove down to the
Ancient archetccture meets modern technolomoody stewardesses and
southern part of Crete gy in Greece.
some
Reese
and we saw one of the
Photo caunaj of Phillip Ruritt
W'itherspoon movie, we
most beautiful beaches.
touched down in New York and
In the distance we could see a some traditional Greek music.
then just an hour and a half later,
The
city
we
stayed
in
that
neighboring island and it was just
night, Rethymnon, had an in Washington D.C.
wonderful.
The class field trip to Greece
When we stopped at a restau- enclosed shopping center that
rant later that day, we were all had everything from touristy gifts is something that none of us will
informed of the earthquake that to meat hanging on racks ready ever forget, and 1 encourage
had hit Greece. I say informed to buy.
everyone to try and take one of
We also saw/stayed away from the classes that heads overseas.
because it was felt by no one on
the bus since it happened out at the waiter from the previous Just watch out for Lotto Man!
sea. Parents were called to soothe
fears, though not all of us took
advantage of the phone since the
conversation could very well lead
to "You're in Greece?!"
That night we were entertained at a taverna, or tavern, b\
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New Executive^inJxesidence:
Jane G. Watkins
Jane G. Watkins, the president
and CEO of the Virginia Credit
Union, will be Executive-inResidence
in
Longwood
University's College of Business
& Economics on Wednesday,
Feb. 8.
Watkins will speak at 7 p.m. in
Hiner Auditorium (207) on Good
Financial Habits: Things Wt Don't
Always Learn in School.
She is the third speaker in the
fifth
annual
Executive-inResidence series, sponsored by
SunTrust.
Watkins, a certified public
accountant and a Virginia
Commonwealth University graduate, joined the Virginia Credit
Union in 1982 as accounting
manager.
She became vice president of
finance in 1986, senior vice president and CFO in 1994, and president and CEO in 2000.
Previously she was an auditor for
the CPA firm KPMG, a financial
analyst for Trigon Blue Cross and
accounting manager for Eagle
Construction.

The Virginia Credit Union is a
non-profit financial cooperative
owned solely by its members, for
whom it provides such services as
savings, checking, credit cards and
mortgage loans. It has more than
162,000 members and assets
exceeding SI 2 billion.
The next speaker in the
I-\ecutivc-in-Residence Series will
be Fenton N. I lord, the president
and CEO of Stock Building
Supply of Raleigh, N.C., on
March 8.

Attention: Longwood Students
Voted most "Popular"
apartments for students in
Farmville!

Bring in this ad and get $100 off o\
selected units far a limited time
when yau pre-lease your apartment
for Fall 'O<o\ HURRY IN!

Poplar Forest Apartments...
434-392-5300
www.poplarforestapts.com

located just minutes from campus in a quiet
community close to evenfthing! Without a doubt, a
wonderful place to call home! Comt see us toda^!

EHO
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International Business

Review. Dining Hall Changes
Lovey York
Staff Wnter

During winter break, Aramark
completed the first part of a two
phase process of renovating the
DorriU Dining Hall. The dining
hall received a new look to
enhance the environment, menu
variety, and perception of the
dining facility.
With the motto of "Real Food
on Campus" (RFoC), Aramark
food services are on their way to
changing the way Longwood students view dining at Dorrill
Dining Hall.
Aramark is taking steps to
make students' dining experience
more relaxing as well as social.
"This decision was based on
student feedback, but also a need
to change, from information in
surveys from all over the country," s.iid Food Services Director
Grant Avent.
When entering the dining hall,
students can quickly spot the
changes, from the upgrade in
computer equipment to the
placement of the dining ware.
Like all things that change, the
new flow of the dining hall may
take a while to get used to.
Avent explains that confusion
is normal. "This is new for us
too, and we are working the bugs
out."
The serving lines have not
shortened, but the self-service
offers a freedom of choice that
may overshadow the line problems. With a change in food variety and scenery Aramark seems
to be living up to its service phi-

losophy, giving students a relaxing, refueling, renewing and
respectful dining experience, that
if it does not already, will one day
live up to the students' dining
needs.
The Dorrill Dining Hall,
which was named after former
President Dr. William F. Dorrill
in 2004, was originally built to
seat 1500 diners, and serve 1200
in the main dining area. Now
Aramark serves up to 2000 a
meal. What is so great about the
renovation done to the dining
hall, is that size does not matter.
"The same dining concept is
seen at bigger schools such as
James Mason University and
smaller schools like WinstonSalem," Avent said.
Since its reopening in 2000,
the whole dining and service
experience has been a work in
progress, "I don't think there has
been a change for five years. It is
about time for a change," said
Avent.
In order to continue making
decisions about these changes,
Aramark promotes student feedback so it can meet student
needs.
"Student comments and student feedback is how we make
our changes, it is important to us
and we encourage the feedback,"
Avent said.
If you have any questions
concerning the menu and renovation to the Dorrill Dining Hall
log on to the website:
http://www-.campusdish.eom/e
n-US/CSSE/Longwood/ and
give your feedback.

Club a New Success
mittee formed with 6 longwood
There were students.
over
40
The
committee
includes:
French, Yanbin Ge, Chip Flory, Brad Ye,
American, Ian Taylor, Christina Finney, and
English, and Fric Yang.
Chinese stu"1 was very excited to see such
dents in attendance.
a great turnout. I hope that the
The reason for the meeting International Business Club will
was to determine how much provide an opportunity for all
desire there was for such a club at Longwood students to learn more
about other cultures. I have been
Longwood.
Dr. Wright was very pleased by working on the idea since last
the turnout, but in order to semester, but I had no idea how
obtain funding from I-ongwood's much interest there really was
SGA, the club must be "run by until tonight," Dr. Wright said
I .ongwood students.
Wednesday after the meeting.
Dr. Wright is asking for any
The club will be hosting a dinstudents interested in becoming ner meeting in the Dorrill Dining
an officer for the club to contact I lall at 5:30 p.m. on February 22
for any students interested.
her at WTightlb@longwgod.edu.
There has alreadv been a comWednesday.

Kri-.iin.i Johnson
Stuff Writer

(>n Wednesday January 25, 2006
Longwood held its first ever
International Business Club
meeting.
The group, advised by Dr.
Linda Wright, will focus on
bringing I.ongwood's international students together to share their
cultures amongst each other and
with fellow Ix)ngwoo<l students.
Dr. Adrian and Dr. I jly Goetz,
supporters of the club, also
attended the meeting on

Artifacts Found bu LU Senior
Janet Jones
Editor-in-Cbitf

Ryan Foster, a senior anthropology major at Longwood
1 Iniversity, recently found three
artifacts in front of the new
science building, that were
revealed upon it's completion.
The oldest artifact Foster
found was a piece of woodland
Indian pottery made of
crushed stone, dating back to
600 A.D.
Prehistoric Indians have
been present in this area for at
least 6,000 years.

Wellness Wednesdays!
Attention Students, Faculty and Staff:
Are you STRESSED? TIRED? Low on
ENERGY?
Then take advantage of the Student Health
and Wellness Center's Chair Massages!
EVERY Wednesday this semester. ..
schedule a RELAXING chair massage
with Lee Ann Dail, our Certified Massage
Therapist!
Simply check the schedule online at
www.longwood.edu/health or call 3952509 and reserve your massage today!

I lis other discoveries include
piece of a cobalt blue medicine bottle, which can be dated
back to 1807, and an early
stoneware beer bottle dating
back to the 1850-18Ws.
According to Dr. [ordafl, at
one point there w.is ,i gasoline
station where I.ongwood's new
science building stands.
The first indication of
Furopean civilization were the
records
mentioning
the
Appomattox River and Buffalo
Creek, dating back to 1672.
Before beginning construcA

Are you interested in...
Learning about other countries?
Making new friends?
Helping out those who don't know
the United States very well?
Learning about other cultures?
Being a friend and a mentor to an
International student?
Traveling and going to cool places
with an International student?
Rooming with an International student?

tion the area was surveyed, but
these artifacts were overlooked.
Jordan encouraged Foster to
explore this area for remains
once construction was complete.
Along with his talent for
finding artifacts, Foster also
specializes in producing replicas
of prehistoric stone tools.
I le has also found Civil War
mini-balls in this area and on
Thursday, January 26, Foster
will be giving a presentation on
the Civil War in Farmville, at 7
p.m. in Ruffner 215.

If you are interested in being
an international buddy, please
contact Lonnie Calhoun at calhounli(S)longwood.edu or
Ashley Greene at
avgreene@longwood.edu or
visit the website:
http://www.longwood.edu/mcaffairs/international/buddyprogram.htm

If you are interested in having
Longwood's International students an International Student as a
come from: Britain, China, France, roommate, contact Lonnie
Spain, Columbia, Canada, and
Calhoun at
many other places!
calhounli(g).longwood.edu.
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Abbey Freese

Lamar Barrett

1) How did your basketball career start?
- 1 started when 1 was 3 and my dad was my coach-coached
me all the way through high school. And 1 played AAU.
Coaches saw me plav at an AAU National game in Florida.
2) Why did you choose Longwood?
- Coach Duncan recruited me and she offered me a full ride
and that's why 1 came here.
3) What do you plan to do after you graduate?
- I'm planning to stay on and be a grad student here; if not,
get my Master's somewhere. I want to go on and be cither a
strength and conditioning coach or go into personal training.
If/iott* Taken by Emily Grove
4) You have a great record. Considering the 4-year transition to Division 1, what can we expect for the remaining games?
- I know we have two big Dl schools left. We have USC and UVA. Those are going to be
tough games, but we should win the rest of them so hopefully we can come out with maybe
a winning season. If not, 14 and 14; that's what were looking to do.
5) Do you have any pre-game rituals?
—.1 usually listen to music, pray, and sit in a corner and meditate what I am going to do in
the game.
6) What is the most important thing that you've learned at LU?
- 1 learned how to be a leader, a team player, and how to be patient with my team, listen
to everyone. There is no I in team. My game has gotten a lot better each year.
7) Do you have a favorite basketball memory?
-- Probably my favorite memory was Coach Duncan retiring this year. She taught me a lot
and she means the world to me, so my favorite memory is the last game she coached.
8) Why do you always chew gum during every game?
- Funny you noticed. I've done it every since 1 played basketball. My mouth sometimes gets
really dry so it helps me breathe. It's a ritual I do.

1) What made you start playing basketball?
- 1 started playing when 1 was about 5 or 6 years old because that's
what my friends around the block did.
2) Why did you choose Longwood?
- 1 liked the fact that Coach Gillian said that I could be part of
something new, to rebuild something
3) Who has been your biggest influence in basketball?
- My father is probably my biggest influence. I've listened to him
give me advice on the court for a long time.
4) What can we expect from the team this season?
- We have a lot of energy on the court during games and we're really defensive. WeH rely
on the other team's turnovers,
6) Do you have any pre-game rituals?
- 1 just take a power nap and listen to old-school music.
7) What is the most important thing that you've learned at LU?
- I learned that you have to put priorities first and not to put important things off to the
side.
8) Do you have a favorite basketball memory?
- Our 17-day road trip was the most rime that I've spent with one team. We went to a lot
of different cites and we were in different environments over Chrisnnas break last year. It
was a good time to bond with the team.

GETS THE ADRENALINE GOING.
YOURS AND WHOEVER READS ABOUT
IT ON YOUR RESUME.
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Rash of Thefts Over Winter Break Annotj Students
Kristen Casalcnuovo
(opinion lidilor
Robberies plagued off-campus
students during winter break.
On January 2, I.ongwood student Chris Shuford visited his residence on Putney Street, commonly known as the golf house,
to find his Nintendo Game Cube
and all the corresponding video
games stolen from the living
room.
"We went from having 10-12
cars in the lot all semester, to no
cars at all. It was obvious no one
was home," said Kevin Johnson,
another resident of the golf
house.
Thieves had kicked in the back
door to enter.
Farmville police arrived on the
scene shortly, assessed the damage, and wrote up a report.
Officers informed Shuford
that they would watch the house
while he went back home for the
rest of break.
Shuford also contacted the
landlord who told him that he

stolen; they were worth more
than the electronics that were
taken.
Michael Joyce, the owner oj most
"Apparendy the thieves
of the stolen equipment, is just
don't
play golf," he joked.
glad that his clubs weren't stolen;
Another
string of burthey were worth more than the
glaries, 12 to be precise,
electronics that were taken.
"Apparently the thieves don't play occurred on the avenues
golf," he joked.
behind
campus
last
semester.
Rather than repair the latch as
Acting on an informants tip
promised, the golf house's land- giving information on who had
lord went on vacation, leaving been committing the break-ins
and the location of stolen guns,
their house completely vulnerable to any would-be criminals.
Longwood police contacted
A week later, Farmville police
Farmville police and acquired a
called Johnson to inform him
search warrant for a residence on
that the house had been broken North Bridge Street.
into a second time.
Longwood and Farmville lawThe perpetrators used the enforcement entered the house at
same point of entry as the first
2 a.m. on December 14. No guns
break-in.
were found within the premises.
This time, two televisions, a
However, officers observed
DVD player, an amplifier, an
the guns in plain sight in a nearby
MP3 player, and a set of speakers
shed.
were stolen. 'Hie loss is estimated
As a technicality, the officers
at SI ,500.
had to get another warrant to
Michael Joyce, the owner of include the curtilage, which is a
most of the stolen equipment, is
law term meaning the enclosed
just glad that his clubs weren't area immediately surrounding a
would fix the latch on the back
door.

dwelling.
Spring Break is approaching.
They returned with the new
What measures can one take to
warrant, recovered the stolen safeguard their home while they
guns as well as some other small are away?
items, such as CDs and coins,
Michael Joyce recommends
and took two male residents in getting an exterior motion sensor
for questioning.
light to deter criminals.
One was arrested that night
Investing in renter's insurance
and the other was arrested the is another good idea that can minnext day.
imize losses as it did for Joyce.
Both have been charged with
According to Crilliedoctpr,
felony breaking and entering as cum, burglars prefer to gain eas\
well as possession of illegal access through an open door or
firearms.
window, although 70% end up
Officers later found out that using force to enter.
the guns had been inside the
Make sure your house is always
. house earlier that day.
locked.
The resident moved the stolen
The majority of burglaries
property out to the shed after actually occur during the day, so
becoming nervous by a passing don't assume that daylight equates
patrol car just before dark.
with safety.
One of the stolen guns was
modified into what
is
commonly
According to Climedoftor, (om. burknown as a sawed- glars prefer to gain easy access
through an open door or window,
off shotgun.
although
70% end up using force to
Since
their
enter.
arrests, the robberies
on
the
avenues have ceased.

*1HE RUMBLE IN RICHMOND!*
THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO SHOW WHAT YOU'VE GOT.
YOU BRING YOUR GAME. WE'LL BRING THE CARDS.
r or MVMKC rcpimnon, VISIT STMXnygMtacv-cvnt.
roc marc CW Inf •, go to wliaii'sli.CBiii/frMMlBrlx
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Longwood Women's Basketball Staff Settle Into New Roles
Emily Grove
Assistant Editor

At the turn of the New Year,
the Longwood women's basketball team saw the retirement of long-time coach,
Shirley Duncan. This created
an opportunity for a new
coaching legacy to begin and
another woman, with a familiar staff, to take the reigns of
the transiuoning team.
A Longwood alumna, Nikki
Atkinson, has been the interim
head coach for almost a
month now. She had a successful career as a Longwood
athlete, so much that her jersey
has been retired and hung in
the same gym in which she
now coaches.
"I bleed blue and white,"
said Atkinson. "Being able to
come back and coach is definitely a dream come true,
especially with the move to
Division I."
The coaching staff was
informed of Duncan's retirement in the fall, but the preparation for a new administrative
position began long before.
"I think that she knew that
retiremenr was within the next
five years," Atkinson noted.
"Coach Duncan did not want
to leave the program unprepared, so she was preparing
me with roles and responsibilities that I would have as a
head coach long before this
year."
Though the administrative
duty has changed, the tasks of
the coaching staff have not
been altered much because of

the
responsibilities
that
Duncan left her staff. Assistant
coaches Jenerrie F.verette and
Nathan Former joined the
team before the season began.
Kellie Robinson was added to
the staff of assistant coaches
this month.
"From the very beginning of
preseason, (Atkinson) and I
have had full range of what we
wanted to accomplish in practice and in conditioning," said
Everette.
As for style, the coach staff
agrees that the run of play has
not changed much since
Duncan retired.
"At this point in the season,
we are very similar and we are
keeping it the same. We've
changed a couple of things, but
it's difficult to change midyear," said Atkinson.
One of her goals is to be
able to "run on teams." She
wants her team to be the more
conditioned athletes on the
court, as well as to give the
freshmen an opportunity to
play. "Without giving them
playing time it's hard to see
what they're capable of,"
Atkinson noted.
With the goal of becoming a
team that always has fresh legs
on the court, Atkinson looks to
her newest assistant, Kellie
Robinson.
"Basically they know that I'm
going to make them run and
I'm going to make them work
and get them conditioned,"
said Robinson. "They're going
to respect that and they're
going to believe and under-

stand that it's going to push come in and be the interim positive about the final eight
head coach at her alma mater is games.
them to the next level."
"We're capable of beating
great
accomplishment.
Robinson formerly dealt a
with strength and conditioning Anyone would want to do that. any team we play," said
for the women's basketball To come in under Duncan, her Robinson. "If there's anyone
mentor is especially great. I on the coaching staff who
team at Cal Poly University.
Former, like Atkinson, is also think she's definitely qualified believes in fairy tales, it's myself.
partial to Longwood. After and has done a great job in 1 think that you can beat anyplaying his final two years of preparing the other assistant one on any given night. In my
mind, we have eight games left
eligibility in a I-anccr jersey, he coaches to help her."
and they're all winnable."
"Nikki
is
a
great
coach
and
decided to give back to the
Atkinson says those involved
brings
a
lot
to
the
table,"
said
team with his coaching abilities.
with
the team are always look"When you've played a spc >rt Former. "The way that the girls
ing forward to the next game.
for so long, it's hard to walk respond to her is great."
In her short time at They travel to Fort Wayne,
away from it," said Former. "It
was all something that I never Longwood, Robinson has Indiana on Saturday to play
great
things
in IPF'W, with the heart and desire
wanted to get away from when- noticed
ever my career was actually Atkinson as a coach. 'There's that Robinson says is necessary
over as far as playing goes. no better person for the posi- to win ball games.
Coaching kind of gives me an tion," said Robinson. "With
(Atkinson), we know in our
oudet for basketball."
hearts
and our minds that we're
Everette especially points
out the chemistry that the going to be
next
coaching staff shares. She here
a
believes that the team is aware year as
of the fact that the staff gets complete
coaching
along so well.
We
"I like to think that your staff.
team is a reflection of the don't
feel
coaching staff," said Everette. threatened by
'The camaraderie that we have any means.
limn will depart at 4:5* p.m. behind the Ntudcat Union
as a staff definitely plays into This is our
the team. We want them to be a program and The Student Union tad SCJA are jpoiuoring a irip to I MIfamily and rely on each other. we're going
rthky Hall la WBICO >onr I.ongnood Lancer* take on the
i VAlawlkrs
We expect the team to do the to earn the
right to build Cost is $20 and includes ticket, bus ride,
same."
The staff is also especially it and take it T-Shirt and other SunChase giveaways
excited for Atkinson and every- to the next
Boxed lunches will be provided for
one involved with the team level."
students with meal plans
As well as
because of her decision to
Tickets on sale in the Main Office in
apply for the head coaching having confithe Student Union from 8:30 a.m.-4:45
in
position. The position is said dence
p.m. starting Monday January 23rd.
to be posted within the next Atkinson as
head coach,
week to 10 days.
Sign-ups end
four
"I think that (Atkinson) is all
Friday February 10th at 3 p.m.
ready for it," said Everette. "To coaches are

For Heads Hair Studio
201 High Street / Farmville. VA 23901/ 434.392.2005
(Located in the Lobby of the Weyanoke)
Monday-Thursday: 10-7 - Friday: 10-5, Saturday: 10-2
After hour appts. available

Longwood vs. UVA
Basketball Game

Wednesday February 15th
Game Time 7 p.m.

"Pimped Out ^owi 2005
7Vimtcu!f!

Tuesday Special: Men's haircuts - S8.00 (reg. $15.00)
COLLEGE ID SPECIALS
20% off any hair service
Haircuts: start @ $15.00
Color: start @ $35.00
Highlights: start @ $35.00
Perms: start @ $35.00
10% off Aquagc and Paul Mitchell products
Wc accept: MasterCard, Visa, American Express, and debit cards

l&t Vtace — y%a^m 737
2*d VUcc - tVkedvi 219

2 More Days!
rtTfiNGWBBD

Uasfog office Hours
Sflb wm-^m

sigw, a lease with
SuwdWSC TOMy to
hold urn apartment
(fchoioe
Ofclk^ATON

- Not released fbu
oiMaiuptts hoksivig?
well let you, out of
your lease with w>
penalty § all mowy
re

If you are planning to live at Sunchase you
MUST apply for Off-Campus Living by
th
Friday, January 27 TOMORROW!!!
You can apply online at www.longwood.edii/rcl/
or at the Campus Housing Office.
January 2006
ALL STUDENTS GRANTED
PERMISSION TO MOVE OFF
CAMPUS:
Once you get confirmation to
move off-campus you MUST
attend your required orientation!
January 31st for 89+
February 7th tor 80-88
February 8"1 for 70-79
February?"1 for 54-69
If you do not attend your orientation
and got your confirmation on PAPER
you FORFEIT your opportunity to move
ott campus!

(434)392-7440 | sunchase-longwood.com

